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ICANN org is grateful for the feedback from the community and appreciates the comments submitted on the Proposal for Myanmar Script Root Zone Label Generation Rules.

The four comments received are in support of the proposal. These comments will be submitted to the Myanmar Script Generation Panel (GP) for their consideration and incorporation as needed. As per the LGR Procedure, the Integration Panel will also review these comments as they review the updated proposal from the Myanmar GP. The final version of the Myanmar Script Root Zone Label Generation Rules (RZ-LGR) proposal will be posted here.

Section 1: What We Received Input On

Root Zone Label Generation Rules (RZ-LGR) are developed to define a conservative mechanism to determine valid Internationalized Domain Name (IDN) top-level domains (TLDs) and their variant labels. The successful development of RZ-LGR depends on having community-based Generation Panels (GPs) for each script that will be used in the root zone.
The Myanmar Script GP has finalized the proposal for Myanmar Script RZ-LGR. The proposal was published for Public Comment before its finalization and submission to the Integration Panel for review and possible integration into the next version of the RZ-LGR.

Section 2: Submissions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizations and Groups:</th>
<th>Submitted by</th>
<th>Initials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Registries Stakeholder Group</td>
<td>Registries Stakeholder Group</td>
<td>RySG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar Unicode Area</td>
<td>Paing Khant</td>
<td>MUA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myanmar Computer Federation</td>
<td>Myint Myint Than</td>
<td>MCF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Individuals:</th>
<th>Affiliation (if provided)</th>
<th>Initials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Makara Sok</td>
<td></td>
<td>MS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Section 3: Summary of Submissions

ICANN org received four (4) comments on the Proposal for Myanmar Script Root Zone Label Generation Rules. All received input indicates that the proposal met its goal of defining IDN labels for the Myanmar script that are suitable for the root zone.

The Registries Stakeholder Group (RySG) further comments that it looks forward to further additional discussions on developing a process for adopting Reference LGRs within the multistakeholder policy development process.

Myanmar Unicode Area (MUA) appreciates the efforts of the Myanmar GP. MUA comments that it has tested that the proposal covers Myanmar ethnic requirements, for example, Mon, Shan, Pa’O languages.

Myanmar Computer Federation (MCF) thanks ICANN org and the Myanmar GP for the proposal and comments that it covers usage for various ethnic groups.

Makara Sok (MS), a Khmer script individual user, comments that the proposal is concise and covers homoglyphs analysis.

Section 4: Analysis of Submissions

The four comments received will be submitted to the Myanmar Script Generation Panel (GP) for their consideration, further analysis, and incorporation in the Myanmar RZ-LGR proposal, as needed. As per the LGR Procedure, the Integration Panel will also consider the community feedback as it reviews the updated version of the Myanmar GP proposal for possible integration in the RZ-LGR.
Section 5: Next Steps

After consideration of the comments, and updates by the Myanmar Script GP as needed, the final version of the Myanmar LGR proposal for the root zone will be posted on the RZ-LGR proposals page for further consideration by the Integration Panel.